
The Economy of Kindness: 
How Kindness Transforms Your Bottom Line

Every investment in Kindness is transformational for individuals,
teams, and businesses.

Imagine your workplace filled with people who are respectful, committed,
empowered, and energized. This is what kindness does.

In this highly interactive event, Linda Cohen trains employees and leaders
how to improve communication, boost teamwork, promote interpersonal
interaction, and provide stellar customer service through engagement and
.focus by cultivating a stronger culture of kindness

Participants will learn why kindness is so crucial in a business setting and the
impact our individual actions have on the bottom line of our organizations.
Kindness in the workplace, improves employee morale, elevates customer
.service, and creates loyalty from customers

The size of the kindness action doesn’t matter. Kindness has a ripple effect
.that stretches out to transform mediocre to magnificent

A culture of kindness makes Reputation, Retention, and Recruitment
easier to maintain.
Intentional acts of kindness improve relationships and build stronger face
to face and virtual teams.
Kindness practices build stronger strategic alliances.

Learn How: 

Perfect for Business Owners, Managers, and All Staff Events



Reimagine Kindness: 
Lessons for a Virtual New World

Reimagine Kindness will push our businesses and lives forward
to a renewed post-pandemic world.

Our roadmap completely changed in March 2020 now we need to navigate
almost unknown territory, and our compass will be kindness.

Linda Cohen will show how employing the key kindness strategies of
Adaptability, Communication, Recognition, and Self Care will engage and
empower your employees while positively impacting your bottom line.

Part Inspiration. Part Education. Participants take away a new perspective of
the active role kindness plays in their professional and personal lives. They’ll
have fresh ideas and kind resources to implement immediately!

Kindness in the workplace improves employee morale, elevates workplace
culture, and creates loyalty from clients and co-workers

Minimal investments in kindness practices can have huge returns.
Everyone can be a Kindness Catalyst.
A company culture of kindness creates more loyal and happier employees
and clients.

Learn How: 

Perfect for General Audience, Professional Development Events, and
Healthcare Professionals



Be the Best KIND of Leader! 

Authentic leadership offers kindness through recognition,
respect, and communication. 

Kindness conquers burnout, builds morale, and empowers employees
especially when delivered by leadership.

Our workplaces are under pressure from many different sources. Your
employees need to know that they are valued and respected so that they
can perform their best. Linda Cohen will show your company leaders how to
deliver that message of kindness and recognition.

By participating in this seminar leaders will become more engaged and
productive, feel empowered, and have the tools to immediately implement a
stronger and more dynamic workplace culture of kindness.

Kindness practices attract and retain high performing leaders and build
stronger organizations. Kind leaders improve team performance, company
morale, and the bottom line.

Leaders can build their own kindness strategies.
Kindness improves company morale and deepens employee loyalty.
A culture of kindness builds stronger strategic alliances, collaboration, and
employee engagement.

Learn How: 

Perfect for Executive Leadership, Middle Managers, and Emerging Leaders



Dialogue with Kindness: 
Sustaining Healthy Discussion in a Polarized
Society
Kindness imbues a calm confidence in the workplace allowing
everyone to flourish.

Kindness is self-generating and powerful. Kindness and conversation can
close cultural and personal rifts, which leads to understanding, inclusivity,
and success.

During this intense event, Linda Cohen will dive into communication
accountability, the keys to giving and receiving feedback, employing active
listening, and vulnerability through connection. Inclusivity is the kind way to
create a company culture, and it also makes good business sense.

Linda Cohen presents kindness solutions that begin to build interpersonal
bridges by creating opportunities to dialogue and so embrace each other’s
differences. Participants will elevate their listening skills to find common
ground and respectful understanding.

Kindness provides a return to civility, supports inclusivity, allows new ideas
to be heard, and ensures that all voices are heard and respected.

Non-verbal cues tell the truth of your story.
The 4 Quadrants of Communication are acts of kindness.
Successful corporations and individuals use kindness to create healthy
dialogue.

Learn How: 

Perfect for All Staff, Middle Managers, and Women in Leadership


